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IntroductionIntroduction

•• This presentation is not about This presentation is not about WikimediaWikimedia

•• I’m not an academic!I’m not an academic!

•• Practical advice on:Practical advice on:

–– Starting a wiki dedicated to your communityStarting a wiki dedicated to your community

–– Promoting it to other potential contributorsPromoting it to other potential contributors

–– Maintaining and expanding the site over timeMaintaining and expanding the site over time

•• If you are interested in the above, this is for youIf you are interested in the above, this is for you

–– If not, feel free to stay, just don’t complain later! ;If not, feel free to stay, just don’t complain later! ;--))



Why a separate wiki?Why a separate wiki?

•• Some articles are unverifiable even if factualSome articles are unverifiable even if factual

•• Who’s had such an article deleted on Wikipedia?Who’s had such an article deleted on Wikipedia?

•• Who’s voted to delete such an article?Who’s voted to delete such an article?

•• Wikipedia isn’t the place for it Wikipedia isn’t the place for it –– so where?so where?

•• Answer: A separate site dedicated to the topic:Answer: A separate site dedicated to the topic:

–– Easier to gather contributorsEasier to gather contributors

–– Less stress defending against deletionLess stress defending against deletion

–– Policies appropriate to your communityPolicies appropriate to your community



Why should Why should youyou make it?make it?

•• You’re the one that cares the most. You’re the one that cares the most. Be bold!Be bold!

•• You have wiki ability You have wiki ability andand domain knowledgedomain knowledge

•• You get the chance to make your own rulesYou get the chance to make your own rules

–– Maybe you’ll find out why they were like thatMaybe you’ll find out why they were like that

–– Maybe you’ll find a better wayMaybe you’ll find a better way

•• It’s It’s really coolreally cool to see a site with 1,000+ articles to see a site with 1,000+ articles 

and know you’re responsible for its creationand know you’re responsible for its creation

•• What else were you going to do with your time?What else were you going to do with your time?



Sample Sample wikiswikis

•• Two fanTwo fan--based communitiesbased communities

–– Creatures Wiki: December 2004 Creatures Wiki: December 2004 –– June 2005June 2005

•• First featured on Wikia. 2,000+ articlesFirst featured on Wikia. 2,000+ articles

•• Endorsement from game developersEndorsement from game developers

•• Influenced republishing of game over a year after “death”Influenced republishing of game over a year after “death”

–– WikiFur: July 2005 WikiFur: July 2005 –– PresentPresent

•• 4,500 articles to date, still growing at 150 edits/day4,500 articles to date, still growing at 150 edits/day

•• Close, vibrant community involving realClose, vibrant community involving real--life friendslife friends

•• Not Star Trek/Star Wars, but not far away eitherNot Star Trek/Star Wars, but not far away either
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Hosting your wikiHosting your wiki

•• SelfSelf--hosting or wiki farm?hosting or wiki farm?

–– Adequate technical ability? Can you handle growth?Adequate technical ability? Can you handle growth?

–– Flexibility vs. performance/uptime? Flexibility vs. performance/uptime? 

–– Licensing restrictions? GFDL, CC, total ownership?Licensing restrictions? GFDL, CC, total ownership?

–– Server hosting vs. AdServer hosting vs. Ad--based vs. Monthly feebased vs. Monthly fee

–– Time spent working on server vs. communityTime spent working on server vs. community

–– People complain no matter what you choose!People complain no matter what you choose!

•• Several established hosting companiesSeveral established hosting companies

–– Wikia is good, but check them all out yourselfWikia is good, but check them all out yourself



Names and brandingNames and branding

•• Names are important Names are important -- keep it simplekeep it simple

•• If people can’t figure out what your site is about If people can’t figure out what your site is about 
from the name, find a better onefrom the name, find a better one

•• Try not to use anyone else’s name!Try not to use anyone else’s name!

•• Use a generic name to get started, change later?Use a generic name to get started, change later?

–– It worked for Star Wars Wiki, now It worked for Star Wars Wiki, now WookieepediaWookieepedia

•• Think up a few slogans for publicity purposesThink up a few slogans for publicity purposes

–– Example: “By Example: “By FurriesFurries, For , For FurriesFurries, About , About FurriesFurries””

–– Helps define both contributors and visitorsHelps define both contributors and visitors



Site logoSite logo

•• You need a logo, too You need a logo, too –– make it simple but meaningfulmake it simple but meaningful

•• Consider a logo contest soon after you get startedConsider a logo contest soon after you get started

•• Test it with the tenTest it with the ten--foot challengefoot challenge

•• Make sure you have the rights necessary to use it!Make sure you have the rights necessary to use it!



Seed postingSeed posting

•• You have the vision, but…You have the vision, but…

–– A vision is just promise without substanceA vision is just promise without substance

•• You have to write a lot of articles yourselfYou have to write a lot of articles yourself

–– Some Some maymay write write withwith you; nobody will do it you; nobody will do it forfor youyou

•• You have to be at least You have to be at least interestedinterested in the topicin the topic

–– If you’re not, find someone else to start the wiki!If you’re not, find someone else to start the wiki!

•• You must believe you’re the right person to do itYou must believe you’re the right person to do it

–– …but also that others are essential for success…but also that others are essential for success



Mission statementMission statement

•• A site without focus has no purpose…A site without focus has no purpose…

–– …therefore it will not succeed…therefore it will not succeed

–– Hundreds of dead wikis demonstrate thisHundreds of dead wikis demonstrate this

•• You You mustmust have goals to work towardshave goals to work towards

–– They can be optimistic, but should be achievableThey can be optimistic, but should be achievable
•• “Complete listing of all “Complete listing of all CreaturesCreatures breeds and breeds and addonsaddons””

•• “Most comprehensive site for furry fandom information”“Most comprehensive site for furry fandom information”

•• Define your audience and contributor poolDefine your audience and contributor pool

–– Don’tDon’t be too exclusive, especially not at this stagebe too exclusive, especially not at this stage



Initial policiesInitial policies

•• Keep it short and sweetKeep it short and sweet

•• Decide what your license is (if there’s a choice)Decide what your license is (if there’s a choice)

•• Consider the desired tone and assumptionsConsider the desired tone and assumptions

•• Use language appropriate to the audienceUse language appropriate to the audience

–– Remember that policy tends to be a Remember that policy tends to be a bitbit formalformal

•• If you don’t If you don’t havehave a certain policy, don’t write ita certain policy, don’t write it

–– Wait until people finish arguing about it ;Wait until people finish arguing about it ;--))

–– Once you reach a consensus, write some moreOnce you reach a consensus, write some more
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Attracting and keeping contributorsAttracting and keeping contributors

•• Welcomes are not minor editsWelcomes are not minor edits

–– Relevant to contributions (avoid templates)Relevant to contributions (avoid templates)

–– Link to help pages and a place to ask questionsLink to help pages and a place to ask questions

•• Ensure the first thing people see is welcomingEnsure the first thing people see is welcoming

–– MediaWiki:AnonnoticeMediaWiki:Anonnotice can be very usefulcan be very useful

•• ‘‘Welcome to Welcome to WikiFurWikiFur!! Check out our Check out our Featured articlesFeatured articles, , 

the the Comic of the WeekComic of the Week, and our , and our Did you know?Did you know? section!’section!’

–– Organize your home page for new usersOrganize your home page for new users

•• Remember, search engines benefit from quality links, tooRemember, search engines benefit from quality links, too



Contributor help and supportContributor help and support

•• Create your own help and style pagesCreate your own help and style pages

–– Cover the essential topics in a friendly styleCover the essential topics in a friendly style

–– For detailed help, direct users to For detailed help, direct users to WikipediaWikipedia

•• Remember to warn them that not all policies applyRemember to warn them that not all policies apply

•• Make a great community portal to direct editorsMake a great community portal to direct editors

•• Provide public and private places for assistanceProvide public and private places for assistance

–– Public: LiveJournal, forums, mailing listsPublic: LiveJournal, forums, mailing lists

–– Private: User talk, email, IM, phonePrivate: User talk, email, IM, phone

•• Different people prefer different methodsDifferent people prefer different methods



CustomizationCustomization

•• Customize your wiki to your communityCustomize your wiki to your community

–– It doesn’t have to be much It doesn’t have to be much –– just a unique flavourjust a unique flavour

–– Images can be very easy to changeImages can be very easy to change

–– Appropriate inAppropriate in--page design helps as wellpage design helps as well

•• If an artist or designer can help you, let themIf an artist or designer can help you, let them

•• Consider the effect on usabilityConsider the effect on usability

–– About 10% of users are still stuck at 800x600About 10% of users are still stuck at 800x600

–– Be warned: Some don’t like dark coloursBe warned: Some don’t like dark colours







CustomizationCustomization

•• Norn appears on edit linkNorn appears on edit link
–– It’s just for fun…exactly what It’s just for fun…exactly what 
you need in site you need in site decoarationdecoaration

•• Creatures Wiki category bar Creatures Wiki category bar 
includes wellincludes well--known graphicknown graphic
–– Get permission for these!Get permission for these!

•• WikiFurWikiFur category bar features category bar features 
pawprintpawprint motif shown in logomotif shown in logo
–– Reuse graphics to reduce timeReuse graphics to reduce time

•• WikicitiesWikicities category bar category bar –– one of one of 
many many echosechos of the logoof the logo
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Promotion: A necessary taskPromotion: A necessary task

•• Your wiki needs other contributorsYour wiki needs other contributors

–– They will not appear by magicThey will not appear by magic

–– Someone needs to lead them thereSomeone needs to lead them there

•• As the leader, people expect As the leader, people expect you you to write most to write most 

of the promotional materialof the promotional material

–– You have the vision, you need to communicate itYou have the vision, you need to communicate it

–– Others may help with distribution and graphicsOthers may help with distribution and graphics

•• You can do it You can do it –– it just takes practice!it just takes practice!



Avenues for promotionAvenues for promotion

•• News posts on community websitesNews posts on community websites

–– Contact site owners and ask them to link to youContact site owners and ask them to link to you

•• Forums, LiveJournal, Open DirectoryForums, LiveJournal, Open Directory

•• Conventions, user groups, notice boards, etc.Conventions, user groups, notice boards, etc.

•• Conversation in chat rooms, word of mouthConversation in chat rooms, word of mouth

•• Remember: Remember: 

–– The best promotional tool is good contentThe best promotional tool is good content

•• Majority of wiki users arrive via GoogleMajority of wiki users arrive via Google



Types of promotionTypes of promotion

•• ContributorContributor--orientedoriented

–– Objective: Inspire others to join inObjective: Inspire others to join in

–– Explain why they should bother helping at allExplain why they should bother helping at all

•• What problem does your wiki solve?What problem does your wiki solve?

•• What is your vision of its future? How will you get there?What is your vision of its future? How will you get there?

–– Describe different ways in which they can helpDescribe different ways in which they can help

•• “Only “Only youyou can create this article!” can create this article!” –– “Share your interests!”“Share your interests!”

•• Artists, writers, organizers, copyeditors all have their placeArtists, writers, organizers, copyeditors all have their place

–– Mention other wellMention other well--known contributors, if anyknown contributors, if any



Types of promotionTypes of promotion

•• VisitorVisitor--orientedoriented

–– “Why should I bother looking at your site?”“Why should I bother looking at your site?”

–– Emphasise breadth of topicsEmphasise breadth of topics

–– Tell them a story, include interesting links to followTell them a story, include interesting links to follow

–– Make sure you’re sending them somewhere good!Make sure you’re sending them somewhere good!

•• You can combine both types of promotionYou can combine both types of promotion

–– “X has written interesting articles on Y and Z…”“X has written interesting articles on Y and Z…”



Example: WikiFur FlyersExample: WikiFur Flyers

•• Targets both visitors and Targets both visitors and 

potential contributorspotential contributors

•• Outlines goals of siteOutlines goals of site

•• Cites previous successCites previous success

•• Makes personal appealMakes personal appeal

•• Thanks Thanks exisitingexisiting editorseditors

•• Incorporates appropriate Incorporates appropriate 

graphics and formattinggraphics and formatting

•• Call to action at end Call to action at end 



Example: Example: WikiFurWikiFur FlyersFlyers



Example: Example: From the Creatures WikiFrom the Creatures Wiki

•• Thread posted on major community forumsThread posted on major community forums

–– Including nonIncluding non--EnglishEnglish--speaking communityspeaking community

•• Long, conversational, many links to best articlesLong, conversational, many links to best articles

–– Specific mention of active contributorsSpecific mention of active contributors

•• Results:Results:

–– Mentioned in company Mentioned in company weblogweblog

–– Endorsement from game’s designer, Steve GrandEndorsement from game’s designer, Steve Grand

–– Significant traffic boost, continuing to this daySignificant traffic boost, continuing to this day



Promotion on WikipediaPromotion on Wikipedia

•• Good source of contributors, but tread carefullyGood source of contributors, but tread carefully

•• Add links in articles to prevent articles being Add links in articles to prevent articles being 

created on Wikipedia for noncreated on Wikipedia for non--notable topicsnotable topics

–– Use Use interwikiinterwiki links if possible links if possible –– looks betterlooks better

–– Don’tDon’t go spamming links inappropriatelygo spamming links inappropriately

–– Try suggesting Try suggesting transwikitranswiki in relevant in relevant AfDsAfDs

•• Port generalPort general--purpose articles back and forthpurpose articles back and forth

–– …but keep the non…but keep the non--notable details on your copynotable details on your copy



Search engine advertisingSearch engine advertising

•• Is it worth it?Is it worth it?

•• It depends!It depends!

–– How much can you afford?How much can you afford?

–– How much do keywords cost?How much do keywords cost?

–– Can you get a community deal?Can you get a community deal?

•• Not the ideal way to attract contributors, though it helpsNot the ideal way to attract contributors, though it helps

•• Best used for attracting visitors to your finest articlesBest used for attracting visitors to your finest articles

•• Google Google AdWordsAdWords is nicer and cheaper than Yahoois nicer and cheaper than Yahoo

–– However, neither system has complete coverageHowever, neither system has complete coverage
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Site monitoringSite monitoring

•• You want to know how you’re doing, right?You want to know how you’re doing, right?

•• The best way to judge success is to measure itThe best way to judge success is to measure it

–– Number of active users, articles, edits, links, images...Number of active users, articles, edits, links, images...

–– Visitors and Visitors and pageviewspageviews, site referrals, search ranking, site referrals, search ranking

–– General reputation of site, mention in publicationsGeneral reputation of site, mention in publications

•• Use this information to plan improvementsUse this information to plan improvements

–– Popular articles, site navigationPopular articles, site navigation

–– It’s also great for promotional materialIt’s also great for promotional material



Monitoring toolsMonitoring tools

•• Internal statisticsInternal statistics

•• Access log analyzersAccess log analyzers

–– AnalogAnalog

–– AWStatsAWStats

–– WebalizerWebalizer

•• WikiWiki--specific statisticsspecific statistics

•• WebWeb--based statsbased stats

–– Google AnalyticsGoogle Analytics

–– Any number of alternativesAny number of alternatives





Other ways to measureOther ways to measure

•• Check what your referrers are saying about youCheck what your referrers are saying about you

–– We actually found groups planning to attack us . . .We actually found groups planning to attack us . . .

•• Google searches on your wiki name and URLGoogle searches on your wiki name and URL

–– You can also try searching on related topicsYou can also try searching on related topics

•• Site/topicSite/topic--specific search engines: specific search engines: LJSeekLJSeek et. al.et. al.

•• Just ask people Just ask people –– you may be surprised!you may be surprised!

•• Take every source with a pinch of saltTake every source with a pinch of salt

–– . . . and remember, size/popularity isn’t everything!. . . and remember, size/popularity isn’t everything!
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Vandalism and spamVandalism and spam

•• Most Most wikiswikis have some; the level varies widelyhave some; the level varies widely

–– Defamation, blanking, obscene text/picturesDefamation, blanking, obscene text/pictures

•• Why do people vandalise?Why do people vandalise?

–– Personal grudges (or trying to hide past actions)Personal grudges (or trying to hide past actions)

–– Controversial topics (‘LOL FURRIES!!!11’)Controversial topics (‘LOL FURRIES!!!11’)

–– Because they enjoy attention (so deny them it)Because they enjoy attention (so deny them it)

•• Can be devastating when “sponsored” by a siteCan be devastating when “sponsored” by a site

–– But: A crisis can be turned into an opportunity…But: A crisis can be turned into an opportunity…



Example: Something AwfulExample: Something Awful

•• Three weeks in, thread opened on SA forumsThree weeks in, thread opened on SA forums

•• WikiFurWikiFur selected as Awful Link of the Dayselected as Awful Link of the Day

–– Looked like a proxy attack, so many different Looked like a proxy attack, so many different IPsIPs

–– Edits every 45 seconds Edits every 45 seconds –– what would what would youyou do?do?



Example: Something AwfulExample: Something Awful

•• Lock down the wiki or meet them headLock down the wiki or meet them head--on?on?

–– We chose the latterWe chose the latter

–– Added welcome message to point out recent changesAdded welcome message to point out recent changes

–– Promoted good users who were trying to helpPromoted good users who were trying to help

•• It worked: vandalism was brought under controlIt worked: vandalism was brought under control

–– Many current Many current adminsadmins became involved at this pointbecame involved at this point

•• One month later:One month later:

–– 1000 article pages1000 article pages

–– 50 regular contributors50 regular contributors



Wiki spamWiki spam

•• Automated programs exist to add external linksAutomated programs exist to add external links

–– There may also be people doing it manuallyThere may also be people doing it manually

•• Simplest way is to block originating Simplest way is to block originating IPsIPs

–– Make use of publiclyMake use of publicly--available proxy listsavailable proxy lists

•• Consider using patternConsider using pattern--matching softwarematching software

–– Matches external links substringsMatches external links substrings

•• If you have a hosted provider, have them do itIf you have a hosted provider, have them do it

–– You shouldn’t have to waste your time on itYou shouldn’t have to waste your time on it



Coping with conflictCoping with conflict

•• Most Most wikiswikis involve disagreements now and theninvolve disagreements now and then

–– As the founder, As the founder, youyou are the default arbitratorare the default arbitrator

•• Encourage people to help youEncourage people to help you

–– You don’t want to be the only one making the callsYou don’t want to be the only one making the calls

•• Prefer debate over immediate votingPrefer debate over immediate voting

–– It’s OK to call a vote after finding several solutionsIt’s OK to call a vote after finding several solutions

•• If in doubt, look to Wikipedia’s guidelinesIf in doubt, look to Wikipedia’s guidelines

•• If the final decision makes policy, write it downIf the final decision makes policy, write it down
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Importing policiesImporting policies

•• WikipediaWikipedia is a great example sometimesis a great example sometimes

–– It is not the only way of doing thingsIt is not the only way of doing things

•• Some features and policies are very usefulSome features and policies are very useful

–– Featured article, “did you know”, picture of weekFeatured article, “did you know”, picture of week

–– NPOV, “no personal attacks”NPOV, “no personal attacks”

•• Some don’t work so wellSome don’t work so well

–– Original research may be your best contentOriginal research may be your best content

–– Verifiability is best reserved for active conflictsVerifiability is best reserved for active conflicts



Modifying processesModifying processes

•• You may have to alter how things are doneYou may have to alter how things are done

–– Complex systems can be inappropriateComplex systems can be inappropriate

–– Lower barriers to participationLower barriers to participation

•• Example: Featured articles on Example: Featured articles on WikiFurWikiFur

–– Users did not care enough to go through the processUsers did not care enough to go through the process

–– AdminsAdmins (mostly myself) ended up doing the work(mostly myself) ended up doing the work

•• Contrast:Contrast: Comic of the weekComic of the week

–– Simple voteSimple vote--based system, widely usedbased system, widely used



Personal informationPersonal information

•• On community wikis, contributors On community wikis, contributors cancan be topicsbe topics

–– Whether they Whether they shouldshould be depends on the communitybe depends on the community

•• Issues to consider:Issues to consider:

–– Puff pieces and personal attacksPuff pieces and personal attacks

–– Dealing with removal of informationDealing with removal of information

•• On WikiFur: Personal articles can be removed, but not On WikiFur: Personal articles can be removed, but not 

public actions or creations (like public actions or creations (like comics)comics)

•• There are always exceptions There are always exceptions –– use consensus to decideuse consensus to decide

–– Lots of problems Lots of problems –– but lots of referrals, toobut lots of referrals, too
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Importance of communityImportance of community

•• Vital to the success of any group endeavourVital to the success of any group endeavour

•• Individuals matter!Individuals matter!

–– Wikipedia has 25,000 regular users; you have 5 to 50Wikipedia has 25,000 regular users; you have 5 to 50

–– One good contributor can make or break the siteOne good contributor can make or break the site

•• Encourage users to become part of the groupEncourage users to become part of the group

–– LiveJournal, forums, talk page discussions, etc.LiveJournal, forums, talk page discussions, etc.

–– Offer help if they need it, don’t wait for them to askOffer help if they need it, don’t wait for them to ask

•• Do what you can to keep people on the siteDo what you can to keep people on the site

–– But, if they are determined to go, let them.But, if they are determined to go, let them.



Example: Example: GalCivGalCiv II WikiII Wiki

•• Created as knowledgebase for game after releaseCreated as knowledgebase for game after release

–– Promoted for a short time on main websitePromoted for a short time on main website

–– A fortnight of work by founder, then abandonedA fortnight of work by founder, then abandoned

–– New users welcomed, shown help, but little elseNew users welcomed, shown help, but little else

•• Results:Results:

–– Just 1Just 1--2 edits a day from 500 visitors/5k hits2 edits a day from 500 visitors/5k hits

–– Few longFew long--term contributors; most have departedterm contributors; most have departed

•• Lack of community involvement == dead wikiLack of community involvement == dead wiki



Example: Creatures WikiExample: Creatures Wiki

•• Seven months of work, 2000 articles (now 2500)Seven months of work, 2000 articles (now 2500)

•• Half the visitor count of Half the visitor count of GalCivGalCiv II WikiII Wiki

•• Consistently >10 edits/day, sometimes far moreConsistently >10 edits/day, sometimes far more

•• Group of contributors who care for itGroup of contributors who care for it

–– Some visit daily, others drop in every week or twoSome visit daily, others drop in every week or two

–– Actively help others, update pages, combat spamActively help others, update pages, combat spam

•• Small, stable community == viable wikiSmall, stable community == viable wiki

–– Without community, all you have is a static databaseWithout community, all you have is a static database



Example: WikiFur CardsExample: WikiFur Cards

•• Simple but distinctive Simple but distinctive 

•• Personal thanks from Personal thanks from 
WikiFur’s administratorsWikiFur’s administrators

•• Provides sense of Provides sense of 
community to bearerscommunity to bearers

•• Reminds people to edit Reminds people to edit 
every time they look at itevery time they look at it

•• Can be used as conbadgeCan be used as conbadge

–– Free advertising! Free advertising! ☺☺

•• Cheap ($70/1000 cards)Cheap ($70/1000 cards)
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ConclusionConclusion

•• Community wikis are a good thingCommunity wikis are a good thing

–– Permit thousands to try their hand at wiki editingPermit thousands to try their hand at wiki editing

•• . . . in a less formal editing environment than Wikimedia!. . . in a less formal editing environment than Wikimedia!

–– Provide a place for interesting information which Provide a place for interesting information which 

might otherwise be deletedmight otherwise be deleted

•• May also reduce arguments about deletion on WikipediaMay also reduce arguments about deletion on Wikipedia

–– Develop a deeper understanding of a topic that can Develop a deeper understanding of a topic that can 

be ported to Wikipedia or linked at a later datebe ported to Wikipedia or linked at a later date

–– Expansion of the mission of free information for allExpansion of the mission of free information for all



ConclusionConclusion

•• No problem is insurmountableNo problem is insurmountable

–– Vandals?Vandals?

•• Find quality contributors, empower them to fix thingsFind quality contributors, empower them to fix things

–– Lack of contributors?Lack of contributors?

•• Use promotion to gather more from existing communityUse promotion to gather more from existing community

–– Personal disagreements?Personal disagreements?

•• Look to Wikimedia for dispute resolution policiesLook to Wikimedia for dispute resolution policies

–– Too successful?Too successful?

•• Consider managed hosting, ads, or donationsConsider managed hosting, ads, or donations



ConclusionConclusion

•• Anyone can start a community wikiAnyone can start a community wiki

–– The most important factor is passion for the topicThe most important factor is passion for the topic

–– Be prepared to spend a Be prepared to spend a lotlot of time starting upof time starting up

–– Devote a significant proportion of time after that Devote a significant proportion of time after that 

towards attracting and keeping new contributorstowards attracting and keeping new contributors

–– Delegate power and responsibility when feasibleDelegate power and responsibility when feasible

•• …but no sooner, else important things don’t get done…but no sooner, else important things don’t get done

•• Lastly: Lastly: Don’t take things too seriously!Don’t take things too seriously!

–– It’s meant to be fun, after all… It’s meant to be fun, after all… ☺☺



Further informationFurther information

•• Meatball Wiki: Meatball Wiki: www.usemod.comwww.usemod.com

–– Many great ideas (best taken with a pinch of salt)Many great ideas (best taken with a pinch of salt)

–– Origin of the Origin of the BarnstarBarnstar

•• [[[[Help:ImprovingHelp:Improving your Wikia]] on your Wikia]] on wikia.comwikia.com

•• Wikipedia’s own promotion pagesWikipedia’s own promotion pages

–– Talk to the founders, it wasn’t easy for them either!Talk to the founders, it wasn’t easy for them either!

•• Sample wikisSample wikis

–– creatures.wikia.comcreatures.wikia.com and and WikiFur.comWikiFur.com



Anonymous usersAnonymous users

•• AnonsAnons are generally loware generally low--quality and quality and untrusteduntrusted

–– One solution: discourage or ban anonymous usersOne solution: discourage or ban anonymous users

•• Some users relate better to a name, can encourageSome users relate better to a name, can encourage

•• But: may scare valid users away, doesn’t stop vandalsBut: may scare valid users away, doesn’t stop vandals

–– Another solution: promote more administratorsAnother solution: promote more administrators

•• No chance of scaring people away, can still be welcomedNo chance of scaring people away, can still be welcomed

•• Empowering people lets them feel even more trustedEmpowering people lets them feel even more trusted

•• Downside: checking still needed, just spread across othersDownside: checking still needed, just spread across others

•• In the end: It depends on the community!In the end: It depends on the community!



AdvertisingAdvertising detailsdetails

•• WikiFur advertises on numerous keywordsWikiFur advertises on numerous keywords

–– Popular: Furry fandom, furry art, Popular: Furry fandom, furry art, furriesfurries, ‘, ‘yiffingyiffing’…’…

•• Yes, the Yes, the yiffingyiffing one is most popular one is most popular –– sex sells!sex sells!

•• ClickthroughClickthrough for fan sites can be rather lowfor fan sites can be rather low

–– You might get 40 clicks for 40,000 impressionsYou might get 40 clicks for 40,000 impressions

•• Fortunately, few people advertise fan sitesFortunately, few people advertise fan sites

–– ClickthroughClickthrough rate can be as low as $0.01/clickrate can be as low as $0.01/click

•• Test impressionTest impression--based ads as well based ads as well –– they may work betterthey may work better


